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CORPORATE
PROFILE

Think Business Limited is a strategic research and competitive
intelligence powerhouse, serving the information needs of investors,
policy makers and business leaders through analysis, publication and
communication of reliable, timely and objective business, markets,
consumer and economic information. We are widely respected for our
objectivity, balance, consistency and quality content; values we uphold.
The company was registered in 2006 under the companies act as a
private company limited by shares. We are headquartered in Nairobi and
our oﬃces are at 87 Rhapta Road, oﬀ Wayiaki Way, Westlands.
The directors are Mr. Ochieng Oloo and Mr. Caleb Orwa. Mr. Ochieng
Oloo, who dreamt of building the most respected and leading business
consultancy, research, media and multi-channel information provider in
Africa, founded the company.
Our business model is similar to that of The Economist, Financial Times
and the Bloomberg L.P. the financial software, data and media company,
among others.
We believe that knowledge is power and that relevant, timely and
complete information is absolute power for business decision-making
and economic development.
Guided by this philosophy we are in the business of profitably
communicating need-driven ideas, skills and information that
empowers the private sector, governments and non-governmental
organizations to make informed judgment and decisions and to add
value to investors, business leaders, managers and public sector policy
makers.
We are committed to generating maximum value for money for our
clients and investment partners, quality jobs, good incomes and
professional growth for our employees, and business growth for our
suppliers and strategic partners because we believe that this is the only
way to ensure sustainable growth and shareholder value.
Over the last 10 years, we have expanded our product base from just one
product at the beginning to 10 now. We have also expanded regionally to
cover Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda and Kenya.
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PRINT
MEDIA

Think Business Magazine
Think Business is a premier business magazine published in Kenya. It is
the flagship publication of Think Business Limited, a financial sector
powerhouse in Kenya.
Think Business magazine is reputed in the private sector as an incisive
blueprint for business and economic growth. The magazine covers
policy, entrepreneurship, development and markets. It has a fair share of
personality profiles and business analysis focusing on various issues that
interest business people.
Our demography constitutes the A, B and C1 category. The Magazine is
relied upon by key decision makers owing to its insightfulness. We have
an average print run of 10,000 copies per month (although on a few
occasions we have had as high as 50,000 copies printed in Dubai, UAE).
Our advertisers are companies targeting the above demography. Our
stated objective is to have Think Business magazine known and read by
all Kenyans in management positions in the private sector as well as key
policy-makers in the public sector.
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The Banking Survey
The Banking Survey, which we have been producing annually for nearly
two decades is a publication that ranks all Kenyan banks based on a
range of financial indicators. It is a comprehensive compilation of
analysis and data on all banks in Kenya. It oﬀers a window for analysts,
investors among other reader to track banks’ financial performance.
Additionally, the publication contains a customer satisfaction study,
analysis, write-ups and interviews with CEOs of various banks.

kshs. 3,000
ushs. 90,000
tshs. 60,000
rwf. 23,575
usd. 50

Dr Patrick Njoroge,
Governor,
Central Bank of Kenya.

How safe is Kenya’s
banking sector?

Is Kenya’s banking sector facing imminent
collapse? NO. Is it ailing? YES, for some banks.
Is it worth the panic it is creating? NO.

inside:

Bank Rating and Analysis
Individual Bank Focus
Tarrif Survey
Customer Satisfaction Survey
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The Insurance Survey
The Insurance Survey, which we have been producing annually for
the last 7 years is a publication that analyses the performance of the
insurance sector in Kenya.
The publication is a comprehensive compilation of analysis and
data on all insurance companies and brokers licensed and operating
in Kenya. The aim is to encourage the growth, product and service
innovation, prudence in risk management and quality in service
delivery by the insurance sector.
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The Investment Survey
This annual survey is a comprehensive compilation of analysis and
data on all companies listed on the Nairobi Securities Exchange. It will
also focus on the aggregate performance of the capital markets over
the past 6 years and will show past and current top investor profiles.
The survey also has profiles of all the capital markets players in the
region including stock brokers, investment banks, fund managers,
registrars, investment advisors, the regulators, the exchange and the
central depository systems.
The Investment Survey aims to be the handbook of choice for anybody
with an interest in the Nairobi Securities Exchange. It is an invaluable
reference resource to retail and institutional investors and is a must
have for all CEOs, CFOs, financial analysts, fund managers,investment
researchers, and students.

The

Impact
of Interest
Rate Capping
on Investment
Individual company data and profiles of listed companies,
pension schemes and unit trusts in Kenya
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DIGITAL
MEDIA

THINK TV
This is a Business TV channel that evolved out of the realization that we needed
to video record all interviews and stories that were being churned out of our
editorial department, for use in our various digital platforms. Its content if feed
by all our various publications.
We also conducted a study in 2016 that revealed that there is a market in Kenya,
for business content on television and that it is growing. This informs our
decision to convert this business oﬀering into a full-fledged 24-hr Business
television channel in 2018.
Having been launched in 2017, this the latest in our product portfolio. We have so
far done more than 70 productions.
Currently it is hosted on YouTube and available on all our digital platforms and
websites.
http://bit.ly/thinkTV
www.thinkbusinessafrica.com
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EVENTS
DIVISION

Our events division aims to bring together business leaders, investors, and policy
makers to conferences that seek to direct conversations, share ideas, discover
trends that create fodder for future policy formulation and innovation in Africa,
as well as celebrating exemplary performance in various sectors.

EVENTS CALENDER 2017-2018
Event

Date

Investments Awards

Nov

Inaugural International forum For Africa Luxury Investment
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Wealth management and Private Banking Conference -2nd edition

March

Banking Awards

April

Insurance Awards

July

Inaugural
Kenya Startup Resource Awards

September

Wealth and Investments Management Awards

November

Thought leaders Forum- CEOs lounge(new)

Bi monthly

State of the financial sector Summit (new)

August

SACCO AWARDS

Dec

The Banking Awards
The Banking Awards have been held annually since 2006. Their
objective is to encourage prudence and stability in the banking sector
by recognizing, awarding and celebrating exemplary performers in the
sector. Consequently encouraging competition. The awards are won on
a combination of merits, including financial soundness, opinion polls,
market research and professional assessments. The overall winner,
The Best Bank in Kenya, is usually the bank with an all round appeal.
A panel of distinguished judges from various professional backgrounds
is selected to decide on the winners. The judges’ decisions are made on
the basis of analysis of financial information statutorily published by
the banks and a comprehensive market research.
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The Insurance Awards
The objective of these awards is to create public awareness and
appreciation of the insurance sector as well as encourage prudence
and stability by recognizing, awarding and celebrating exemplary
performers in the sector. Our aim is to draw the attention of the entire
insurance public to the performance of the various players in the
sector, consequently encouraging competition.
This we believe in turn encourages the growth, product and service
innovation, prudence in risk management and quality in service
delivery in the insurance sector.
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The Investment Awards
Held annually in the third quarter, this is the most prestigious event
for the players in the capital markets and listed companies on the
Nairobi Securities Exchange.
The awards fete the best performers in the sector using various
parameters. Its main objective is to encourage balance, stability,
integrity and innovation in service delivery while promoting fair
competition amongst players in the industry.
Events in the capital markets unfold very quickly hence the need
to recognize players in the industry that overcome the numerous
challenges in this industry and perform well. Our intention is also to
create more public awareness and appreciation of the Capital Markets.
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CENTRE FOR
RESEARCH AND
CONSULTING
(CRC)

Research is a key component of any successful business and we are
constantly on the lookout for resources we believe will be of interest
to our clients who want to learn more about the financial and other
sectors of the East African economy. Although relatively new, having
been formed in 2013, this division is already establishing itself
with great potential for revenue generation. In 2013, we conducted
a market study commissioned by Kenya Bankers Association. The
study aimed to establish and examine whether the cross boundaries
in banking are inherent to deepening financial services and to what
extent through mobile banking.
This division however also handles all our internal research activities
for the Surveys.
Specific products managed and run by this division include:
|3GD!@MJHMF2TQUDX
|3GD(MRTQ@MBD2TQUDX
|3GD"@OHS@K,@QJDSR2TQUDX
|3GD2@BBN2TQUDX
|3GD!TRHMDRR"NMĞCDMBD(MCDW
|/QHU@SD!@MJHMF@MC6D@KSG,@M@FDL@MS2TQUDX
Other services they provide include
|"NLODSHSHUD(MSDKKHFDMBD
|!TRHMDRR"NMRTKSHMF
|/QNIDBS,@M@FDLDMS
|%HM@MBH@K M@KXRHR
|!TRHMDRR M@KXRHR
|$U@KT@SHNM@MC1@SHMF
|,@QJDS1DRD@QBG
|!@MJS@QQHEONQS@K
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The Business Confidence Index
The Business Confidence Index is a measure of the business sector’s
perception of the current and future business and economic situations
and a gauge of the trend and impact of their decision making in
determining their businesses concerns on the outlook of the economy.
This index will be released quarterly.

Key objectives of the BCI
1. To provide authoritative information on the current state of
economy
2. To provide businesses with up-to-date information on the
economy in order to inform their future decisions.
3. To promote an understanding of, and to forecast changes in the
overall economy and in specific sectors.
4. To assess the conditions and environment in which business are
operating and provide a framework to policy decision making.
5. To outline economic challenges facing businesses and devise
solutions to curb them.
The research is intended to provide business leaders, policy makers,
development partners as well as other stakeholders with information
to complement existing economic indicators.

Key information areas
1. Past, current and future economic conditions in the country as
perceived by business leaders
2. Challenges facing businesses in Kenya
3. Political landscape favorability for doing business in Kenya
4. Factors that are ideal for ensuring a conducive investment climate
5. Satisfaction levels with measures put in place to mitigate the global
economic downturn
6. Intent of various businesses/sectors to embark on specific market
development and growth strategies
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no one
knows
the sector
better
kshs. 3,000
ushs. 90,000
tshs. 60,000
rwf. 23,575
usd. 50

The

Impact
of Interest
Rate Capping
on Investment
Individual company data and profiles of listed companies,
pension schemes and unit trusts in Kenya
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How safe is Kenya’s
banking sector?
Is Kenya’s banking sector facing imminent
collapse? NO. Is it ailing? YES, for some
banks. Is it worth the panic it is creating?
NO.

inside:

Bank Rating and Analysis
Individual Bank Focus
Tarrif Survey
Customer Satisfaction Survey
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DIRECTORS
PROFILE

Ochieng is the Founder and CEO of Think Business Limited a
media, strategic research and competitive intelligence company
based in Nairobi. He is very experienced in research, financial
analysis, competitive intelligence, business writing and publishing.
He specializes in banking, insurance and investment. He is the
publisher of the annual Kenya Banking Survey (15 years), the annual
Kenya Insurance Survey (8 years) and the annual Kenya Investment
Survey (5 years).
He also organizes and hosts leading industry awards for these same
sectors (for more than 10 years). He is a well-known publisher and
journalist in Africa, and has authored numerous articles for the
local and international media. He has been an editor and publisher
of several business publications. He was named Barclays Bank
Kenya Business Journalist of the Year 2001.

Ochieng Oloo:
Founder and Group CEO,
Think Business Group.

He started his career as a business writer with a local daily national
newspaper in 1992 and later founded a company known as of
Economic Intelligence Limited, that published the monthly Market
Intelligence Magazine. In 1999, he was one of the 15 Kenyans who
won a USAID/Public Law Institute scholarship to the Les Aspin
Centre for Government in Washington DC in recognition of his
leadership roles.
He has also attended courses at the University of South Carolina,
USA and SolBridge Business School, South Korea. Mr. Oloo holds a
Bachelor of Arts (Hons) degree in Economics from Moi University,
Kenya and an MBA from the United States International UniversityAfrica.
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Mr. Orwa has served as a lead expert resource within an international
financial reporting environment and eﬀectively contributed in oﬀering
training, audit and accountancy solutions; with due regard to the
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and generally
accepted management practice.
His areas of expertise include Business Analysis, Contract
Management, organizational development work, leadership
and management of national and international organizations;
characterized by major inputs in financial matters including-financial

Caleb Orwa:
Caleb Orwa, is the Finance Director
and a board member of the company.

control, reporting, management, budgeting, expenditure analysis,
realignment, projections and implementation of financial change
Strategies in both national and international organizations within
Eastern Africa. Excellent financial supervisory
Skills including provision of basic training to project and accounting
staﬀ on International Accounting Standards (IAS) and International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), design and review of Financial
Accounting systems and Internal Control systems, design of audit
programs and subsequent execution of audit exercises. Familiar
with Tax matters especially Value Added Tax (VAT), Pay As You Earn
(PAYE), Corporate and Tax regulations, hands-on experience in
computerized Finance and Accounting Systems such as AUTOMATE,
TALLY, ACCPACK and Quick Books, and fully proficient with computer
operations and applications including electronic Spreadsheets, Word
processing and presentation tools.
He has over 15 years experience with private, public, national and
international organizations. Mr. Orwa holds a Bachelor of Commerce
from the University of Nairobi (1992). He has also under taken several
training courses in computers that has contributed a lot towards
uplifting his competence in ACCA (fully qualified), Certified Public
Accountant of Kenya CPA (K), Project Management – MSTCDCArusha, Computer Applications (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Internet and
E-mail Communications).
He is a ACCA aﬃliate member and member of Institute of Certified
Public Accountants Kenya CPA (K) and National Board of Accountants
and Auditors (NBAA) of Tanzania.
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